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Feature Releases

� Various - We Wish You 
A Metal Xmas And A 
Headbanging New Year

� Machines - 
[parentheses]

� Helm - Vol 1… Keelhaul

� Gamma Ray - Hell 
Yeah!!! The Awesome 
Foursome: Live In 
Montreal

� Hangar - The Reason Of 
Your Conviction

� Ilium - Vespertilion

Various - Attitude For Destruction (DVD)   

The horror/gore genre now has an even worse name for itself 

B-Grade horror/gore flicks are definitely an acquired taste that
very few seem to be able to appreciate. There's no denying that
the majority of these movies are quite pitiful, but occasionally I
have been able to appreciate them, even if just for their
non-intended comic value, their inclusion of random female
nudity, or their soundtrack, which is probably the reason that a
lot of metal-heads are drawn to them in the first place. This is
exactly what drew me to Cradle Of Fear, which was released in
2001, and contained songs by Cradle Of Filth in the soundtrack.
Vocalist Dani Filth even played the lead actor. Without the bands
involvement in the film I would have probably avoided it
altogether. That's exactly what will draw people to Attitude For
Destruction. The promise of blood, guts, sluts and rock'n'roll,
provided by the band Hollywood Roses (ever heard of them???),
who are a spin off of Guns'n'Roses. If you are expecting
something like Cradle Of Fear, then expect less gore and worse
acting, and a script that is equally as cheesy. 

The story starts with the band Hollywood Roses, who are on the
verge of breaking into the big-time. They are offered a record
deal with a company run by a sleazy looking couple, but only if
they get rid of the current vocalist, who claims that it is his band.
Of course he doesn't take it well and he starts a fight with the
band when they approach him about it, and consequently they kill him. But on the same day a year later
(clichéd right!), the dead vocalist rises from the dead to exact his revenge on the other band members,
who are living up their success and about to embark on their first national tour. What follows next is a
mish-mash of spurting blood, random nudity and bad actors struggling to remember their lines, and it will
be hard for anyone but a pervert to watch with any form of interest. 

The only justifiable reason to watch this movie would be for the music that is offered by Hollywood Roses,
which is actually quite decent, but their live stage show still has a long way to go. Even gore fans are going
to struggle with this one, as it is so bad that it manages to cast a bad shadow on a genre that already has
such a bad reputation. 

(MVD)
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Related Link: Label Website
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� Symphonity - Voice 
From The Silence

� In This Moment - The 
Dream

� Jorn - Lonely Are The 
Brave

� Blood Ceremony - Blood 
Ceremony

From The Vault

� Gorguts - Obscura
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